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COMPARING REAL GDPACROSS COUNTRIES:
COMMENTAND REJOINDER
COMMENT: THERE CAN BE NO SINGLE ‘TRUE’ METHOD FOR INTER-
COUNTRY COMPARISONS OF REAL PRODUCT AND INCOME

Jean Baneth*
In a recent article in Economic Affairs, David Henderson (2015) endorses without reservation
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) conversions of the International Comparison Program (ICP) as the
sole method for comparing Gross Domestic Product across countries. He condemns the World
Bank’s ‘Atlas’ method (computation of the dollar values of per capita incomes by conversion at a
multi-year average of market exchange rates), in particular as a basis for determining whether
countries meet income criteria for various types of loans.

Under the supervision ofAnneKrueger, then Chief Economist at theWorld Bank, I was responsible
for the 1983 report that confirmed the use of the Atlas method (World Bank 1983). That report was
endorsed by a distinguished panel of experts1 and unanimously approved by theWorldBank’s Executive
Directors on 5 January 2004. This historical involvement impels me to contribute to the current debate.

To summarise my position: PPP comparisons provide useful information, but do not yield the
single true picture of the real relative sizes ofGDPs. This is partly the consequence of the classic index
number problem: there is no single unequivocally correct relationship between two composite
magnitudes, evenwhen identical items are present in each in different proportions. International PPP
computations are more intractable still: they compare magnitudes composed of items in different
proportions and also often significantly different in kind.
PPP volumes and welfare

Even if single unequivocal PPP ‘volume’ comparisons were possible, they would not necessarily best
represent relative welfare or productive capacity. Consumer choices reflect marginal contributions to
welfare at market prices. Computing them at ‘international prices’ or PPPs reflecting price relations
in other countries misstates their contributions to welfare and efficiency; under such prices different
choices and different product mixes would prevail. The relative welfares of middle-class Indian and
American households are not necessarily better represented by valuing the former’s two full-time
and several part-time servants at American prices. At American prices they would employ no full-
time servants and maximise their welfare by spending on different goods and services.
*Former Director of the World Bank’s Economic Analysis and Projections Department. Email:
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Comparing incomes at objective purchasing power parity (truly international prices) would not
necessarily improve our understanding of relative welfares and other relationships. It is also just not
possible: computed PPPs are far from objective; they can only be derived with the help of arbitrary2

choices and assumptions.
ICP’s evolving methodology, arbitrary choices and unstable results

Henderson’s article notes that recent revisions to the ICP methodology raised China’s PPP GDP by
almost half and India’s by more than a third. PPPs for other countries were also revised. Since 1968
after each round of the ICP the newly calculated relationships of PPP GDPs were substantially
different from those calculated for the same year on the basis of the previous round.

These revisions weremostly the result, not of new data, but of changed assumptions andmethods
in interpreting the data. Far from being an objective single ‘real’ number, the ratio of China’s GDP to
America’s was changed by almost half because different methodological choices were made in
calculating it. One could not use such unstable numbers to determine eligibility for borrowing from
theWorld Bank and the financial terms of such loans, nor for any operational decisions. It is true that
real exchange rates also vary, but rarely so abruptly and not for such abstruse reasons. For purposes
of the Atlas method, their variations are further attenuated by multi-year averaging. And these
changes are easy to describe and explain – unlike changes in the thousands of the necessarily
arbitrary assumptions and methodological choices of PPP calculations.

One underlying cause of changes is the way ‘international’ prices are defined. One could compare
China’sGDPwithAmerica’s at Chinese orAmerican prices – the results would be dramatically different.
Instead of such extremes, an ‘international’ price is computed, using the weighted average of prices
obtained in all participating countries. This variant of the Fisher index avoids extreme results and gives an
air of objectivity. But one consequence of this method is that when additional countries are included in
the ICP, this affects the relationship between previously included countries. Bilateral relationships, like
the ratio of China’s ‘real’ income to that of the US, are also affected by the way, say, Brazilian and
Argentine products are comparedwith each other, andwithAmerican ones, andwith theweight given to
such third countries in the index. The computed ‘real’ (PPP) relationship betweenChina and theUS (and
any two countries) depends partly on new events and new computations applied to third countries.

Various other arbitrary choicesmust also bemade. Thus Chile, Korea and Israel are now included
in the OECD group with most European countries, Canada and the US. Were they to be displaced
into their regional groups, this would change the overall results, including the ratio of China’s GDP to
that of the US. So would a different selection of the ‘ring countries’ which link regions together, and
the selection of ‘representative’ products (what is representative of beef prices in India?). How real is
truly ‘real’ when computed relationships between two countries’ ‘real’ GDP depend on events and
computations relating to other countries?
Attributing a single ‘international price’ to different products

New countries joining the ICP do not much change its price indices nowadays, because participation
has become almost universal. However, if North Korea ever participates or Greenland becomes
completely independent, this would change the ratio of each country’s PPP GDP to every other’s.
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Meanwhile, thousands of arbitrary assumptions must also be made when comparing one
country’s products with those of others.When asking ‘how does the price of this product in countryA
compare with its price in other countries?’, equivalences must be established between products that
are often not fully identical. Similar difficulties arise in comparisons over time (beyond the classic
index number problem). Many modern products were unavailable in the past, while the use and
significance of many past products have changed beyond recognition. The difficulty is particularly
acute when quality is taken into account: it makes no sense to give the 1815 price of any modern
medical treatment or education, nor the current price of an 1820 Bréguet watch – let alone of a
telephone. But for intertemporal comparisons the difficulty is alleviated by taking intermediate steps.
Quality and product availability differences exist fromone year to the next, but they are small enough
to be generally disregarded. Thus one can develop long series over time by linking intermediate years
one to another.

No such intermediate steps are available in inter-country comparisons. Many products must
therefore be compared with other countries’ non-identical products with the help of assumptions on
equivalences. Thus cassava and sweet potatoes are the cheapest basic food in many poor tropical
countries. Allowing their price at French specialty shops to enter the measurement of poor
Indonesian families’ purchasing power would lead to ridiculous overestimates. So, instead of using
that high price, the ‘international price’ substitutes for it the price of other representative products
(bread, potatoes) deemed equivalent by the statisticians. Or again, cars offer different standards of
fuel use, safety and comfort in different countries – yet their prices must be compared. There is no
objective rule for determining the ratio of rents of identical apartments in Paris and Lille – only the
market decides. Yet statisticians must determine what international rent must be attributed to quite
different apartments in France and Chile.
Quality, location, conditions of production…

The treatment of quality differences, both between final products themselves (goods and services)
and between the circumstances of their sale, raises difficult problems. Identical bottles of beer enter
French GDP at prices that vary in a ratio of one to ten, depending on being sold in supermarkets,
guzzled at bistro counters, or poured into delicate glasses in classy restaurants. The market alone
determines these price differences. Yet ICP statisticians must decide which American prices to apply
to entirely different brands sold in entirely different outlets in, say, an Asian country – and vice versa.
They must determine the American (and French, and Senegalese) price of bidis and kreteks sold by
the stick at Indian and Indonesian roadside stands. They must decide what high-income country
prices to attribute to products that are unacceptably shoddy or dangerous or polluting for rich
countries.

Intense debate often followed by changing options on these issues accounts for many of the
revisions to final results. There has been less focus on conditions of production. Yet
environmental, safety and health standards impose costs on producers in some (generally richer)
countries often not borne in other (generally poorer) countries. The costs and prices of Chinese
coal reflect modest safety precautions in Chinese mines; so do a thousand annual accidental
deaths. American costs and prices similarly reflect precautions taken and the resulting 20 to 30
annual accidental deaths in US mines. Apartment rents in Tientsin reflected the possibility of
building close to hazardous industrial sites; rents in England reflect environmental restrictions.
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Should such coal and housing be considered equivalent, or should the quality of Chinese coal
(or housing), and with it their international prices, be adjusted down to reflect the associated risks?
And if adjustments are made, how much? And what about products of identical appearance but
responding to different health standards? Polluting cars or power stations? Cheap but undependable
power or water supply?

Services present the most difficult equivalency problems. What is the English equivalent of the
haircut provided by barbers on busy Hanoi sidewalks? TheAmerican equivalent of Indian schools or
universities? Note that they are attributed an ‘international price’much higher than their exchange-
rate converted price (i.e. they appear ‘cheap’), but more Indians go to study in the US than
Americans in India (i.e. market decisions seem to suggest that the US is ‘cheap’). Do corrupt
administrators and violent policemen make the same contribution to ‘real’GDP as honest and polite
ones? One could go on.
The elusive ‘real’ value

None of these remarks is meant to deny that the ICP provides valuable information, nor that
converting GDPs at the market exchange rate does not yield the ‘real’ relationship of their volumes.
Rather, it is to show that such a relationship cannot be contained in any single figure – that in some
sense it does not exist. Purchasing power parity comparisons and the price equivalencies on which
they are based provide useful information. They complement other useful information, in particular
exchange-rate conversions; they do not substitute for them.

For determining eligibility forWorld Bank loans and their various conditions, obviously no single
number is perfect. But as amain comparator of incomes, theAtlas number retains its advantages. It is
there – it has been in use without criticism from member governments since the 1983 decision.
Substituting the PPP numbers would require explanations and justifications. If the new method
yielded identical eligibility lists to the old, why bother? And if the lists were different, how could one
explain the downgrading of their positions to those affected, when they result from a method that is
so unstable that some of its latest results were adjusted by half? And when different, perfectly
reasonable, assumptions and methodological choices would yield different results? The Atlas
method ain’t broke; don’t fix it!

Computing an exact objective ratio between domestic products whose composition, quality, and
conditions of production and of sale are very different: that is an unattainable dream. It is sad not to
know the exact ratio of the incomes generated in different countries. It is sad indeed – but, to quote
Voltaire, it is even sadder, and much more foolish, to believe that one knows what one does not
know.3
Notes

1. Abram Bergson, Harvard University, Chairman; André Vanoli, Institut National de la Statistique et des Études
Économiques; and Parmeet Singh, Commonwealth Secretariat.

2. The word ‘arbitrary’ is often used in this article, not in the sense of ‘capricious’ or ‘unrelated to reason’, but for decisions ‘de-
pending on individual discretion (as of a judge)’ (Merriam-WebsterDictionary: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
arbitrary).

3. ‘ . . . il est bien plus triste et beaucoup plus sot de croire savoir ce que l’on ne sait pas’ (Voltaire 1764, pp. 555–6).
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